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Chapter Twelve - Cry of the Hunters 
 

Ralph screamed, a scream of fright and anger and desperation. His legs straightened, the 

screams became continuous and foaming. He shot forward, burst the thicket, was in the open, screaming, 

snarling, bloody. He swung the stake and the savage tumbled over; but there were others coming toward 

him, crying out. He swerved as a spear flew past and then was silent, running. All at once the lights 

flickering ahead of him merged together, the roar of the forest rose to thunder and a tall bush directly in 

his path burst into a great fan-shaped flame. He swung to the right, running desperately fast, with the 

heat beating on his left side and the fire racing forward like a tide. The ululation rose behind him and 

spread along, a series of short sharp cries, the sighting call. A brown figure showed up at his right and 

fell away. They were all running, all crying out madly. He could hear them crashing in the undergrowth 

and on the left was the hot, bright thunder of the fire. He forgot his wounds, his hunger and thirst, and 

became fear; hopeless fear on flying feet, rushing through the forest toward the open beach. Spots jumped 

before his eyes and turned into red circles that expanded quickly till they passed out of sight. Below him 

someone’s legs were getting tired and the desperate ululation advanced like a jagged fringe of menace 

and was almost overhead. 

Unending fire in either direction. The heat and noise rang like a tremendous cannonade, the 

billows of vapourized bush turned into toxic gas and the soil into decomposed soot. The veil of goodness 

and nature lifted from the island and what was left was the blatant scar of humanity. Nothing stood but the 

rapid gait of flames. The island was not a warzone, just a canvas in which a demonic lord painted the 

scene. But the lord did not paint a war, he painted a dark tale of man.  

Ralph hid.  

He hid between the hate built flames. Civility left him and he was no longer different from the 

beasts chasing him. He became an ape, perhaps even something smaller and more fragile like a macaque 



or a capuchin or a tamarin. He did not think, but only ran from danger. Fear, and nothing but fear, drove 

him. Small veins of only slightly burnt bush led the savages to the hunt. Ululation rang louder and louder, 

but it seemed that the screams weren’t out of primal rage like before. Someone was burning not far away, 

but the ape did not care for the doomed savage’s safety. He didn’t feel pity for him, after all, only seconds 

ago he was being hunted. However, it was evident that only nature was hunting the beasts. Words were 

scrambled together, but English had become lost to the savages. They grunted, some ululated as they did 

before, yet there were also some they were composed of fear. Now two are burning. Two screams so vile 

that any civilized ape would be indefinitely traumatized, but these screams traversed straight through the 

ears of all remaining beasts. There was no pity and there was no rescue. There were now three 

screams...no...four screams or five even. Smoke filled the lungs and now some couldn’t scream and these 

beasts now gargled and frothed. A few minutes passed, and the lucky beasts kept down their paths. The 

dying screams went unheard and soon the fire released their earthly elements into the sky and into the 

soil.  

The red-headed leader of the beasts ululated from behind, his double sharpened spear grasped 

tightly between all fingers of his right hand. He was alone, perhaps the only one left in the hellish 

landscape once dominated by trees and bush and birds and pigs. His tall and athletic frame proved useful 

in his fight against prey and against nature. In a dash across thick roots, a jagged metal frame dug into his 

shin and a fiery scream followed. He painfully limped backwards with one leg, unknowingly bouncing 

uncoordinated towards a short overhang. He fell backwards and his back crashed on the soot layered sand. 

After a few seconds of basking in pain, the chief of the beast pushed himself up like a bullet-wounded 

buck. The metal scar he had lived with for months seemed unfamiliar. He had dropped his spear but found 

it again quickly. Though the sun was aligned directly overhead, the smoke composed of bush and bones 

blocked it and the horizon shone a darkish-clay colour. He looked around but no one was on the beach. 

An enormously loud crack drew his attention, but it was just a shelter collapsing and flickering under the 



destructive capabilities of flames. Some of the sand turned to glass and even the metal scar shone an 

orange glow. The chief of the beasts realized he was alone and he let out a collapsing cry. His naked body 

fell to the ground and some natural voice inside of his head told him that he was no longer a chief. Not 

even himself could be controlled, he was under unconditional power of nature. He was set in limbo 

between the asphyxiating grasp of the sea and the murderous grasp of fire. He surrendered himself. There 

was nothing he could control. After some minutes, noise appeared from behind. In a state of complete 

delirious amazement, a terrified scream jumped out from the light.  

The previously fair-haired beast surrendered his body to gravity. His legs gave up from beneath 

him and nothing but half-melted sand welcomed his landing. He rolled down the slight sandy hill like 

how a heavy dumbbell would roll down stairs. The skin where his hair used to be was burnt to nothing but 

a red and black horrifying mess. Both of his eyes were unrecognizable because of the damage from the 

flames. He coughed blood from the mouth and uttered a moan so incredibly horrifying yet so horrifyingly 

quiet. His entire body was a mess of patched burns and charred muscle. He lay in agony.  

The red-headed beast walked over and nothing was said. He saw the bleeding and burnt remnants 

and knew exactly who he was. The small, injured ape was not long for this world. The red-headed beast 

could now control one last thing: the life of his prey. The injured ape painted the sand red and shook his 

arms as if it was a cold day. The red-headed beast grinned and poked the flaking skin with his spear. He 

then stabbed his lower abdomen, a spot that held no significance and would barely shorten his life. The 

beast didn’t stab the injured ape out of pity, but out of pride. He was just having fun.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

While the red-headed beast may have caused the death, he is no more responsible than entropy. 

 

One decade later and a sailboat was cruising through the sea of the flies. Three people, a husband 

and a wife and a dog, were on board. The seas were unusually calm and, with one leg hanging off the 

stern, an acoustic guitar was played and rang a tune of delta blues. Eventually, a noticeable black scar shot 

up from the sea. It was unnatural, and the husband suggested the possibility of a volcano. They went close 

and went ashore in a small, wooden skiff. The land was barren and desolate. The only colour that 

pretureded from the island was a light-pink rockface. The most obvious display on the island was the 

obvious plane crash. “Perhaps the fire was sparked by the crash”, they thought. Soon, they found a patch 

of rocky-grass that seemed to have missed the fire, or atleast grown back its life. The wife helped up the 

husband who was helping up the dog. They simultaneously looked back in unison, and the skull of a man 

peered back at them as it was propped up by a spear. After a minute of mild vomiting, the three returned 

to their skiff, completely creeped out by the scarred island. They left the skull where it was, not even 

disturbing the family of greenish-black flies that made it their home. These flies looked like the only life 

on the island. On the beach, they untied their skiff, but as the boat edged backwards, a pair of rusty 

glasses broke through the sand. The husband picked them up and, unsurprisingly, there were no lenses. 

Right beneath where they unearthed the glasses, what looked like the bones of a wrist was also unearthed. 

Shattered bones blended in with the white sand, but enough was recovered to assure that this was, in fact, 

a human skeleton. As they returned to their sailboat, they wondered who that used to be.  

 



 

 

 


